DNA is potently immunostimulatory, and self-DNA is packaged in the nucleus or mitochondria allowing it to remain silent to cell-intrinsic sensors. However, damaged or mislocalised self-DNA is sensed by our innate immune systems, resulting in the production of type I interferons (IFNI), chemokines and inflammatory cytokines. During DNA virus infection, the detection of viral DNA genomes by pattern recognition receptors (PRRs) is essential for the initiation of IFNI responses and host defence against these pathogens. It is intriguing that a number of molecular mechanisms have been found to be common to both of these DNA-induced stress responses and this has potentially important consequences for both sides of the host/pathogen arms race.
Introduction

The type 1 interferon (IFNI) response is critical for fighting viral infection and is initiated in
vertebrates by an array of genome-encoded pattern recognition receptors (PRRs) that bind and respond to the presence of pathogen-associated molecular patterns (PAMPs). PRRs have evolved to sense PAMPs and/or damage-associated molecular patterns (DAMPs), the latter being mislocalised self-molecules indicative of cellular stress or damage [1, 2] . In the context of virus infection, nucleic acid PAMPs are essential for initiating both IFNI production and for the inflammatory responses that attract leukocytes to assist in mounting a complete immune response [1] . Recent discoveries of intracellular PRRs that sense foreign or mislocalised self-DNA in the cytoplasm has led to a rapid expansion of the field, and have indicated that, in addition to viral infection, the immunostimulatory activity of DNA as a PAMP or a DAMP has significant consequences for bacterial and parasite infections, autoimmunity, vaccine development and carcinogenesis [1, 3, 4] .
There is significant sharing of machinery between the innate immune system and the systems that regulate the cellular responses to damaged self-DNA. The output responses following detection of any cellular stress are similar, including cytokine production, cell cycle regulation and programmed cell death, and both of these systems have evolved to sense and respond to specific stresses. It might be expected, therefore, that intracellular detection of infection or damaged self-DNA would activate several common downstream signalling responses. Indeed this is the case, since both DNA virus infection and genotoxic stress result in IFNI and cytokine production via nuclear factor kappa-B (NF-κB) and interferon regulatory factor (IRF) activation [5] [6] [7] [8] , and cell death induction [9] [10] [11] [12] . On the other hand, new discoveries that several proteins that function to repair damaged self-DNA are also
PRRs that sense viral DNA may have more surprising implications for the immune response to infection and the efficiency of, and signalling responses to, DNA damage.
There remain, however, many unanswered questions that bridge these two fields. 1) What are the precise DNA ligands for innate immune sensing during virus infection or damaged self-DNA and how does this relate to the PRRs? 2) How has viral inhibition of innate responses affected both DNA sensing and the response to damaged self-DNA? 3) Is there innate sensing of viral and self DNA in the nucleus by DNA damage response proteins and/or PRRs? This review aims to discuss these questions from the perspective of sensing DNA virus infection.
Intracellular viral DNA sensing mechanisms
Normally only small amounts of self-DNA are present outside of the nucleus and mitochondria, and DNA entering other compartments is broken down by DNases such as DNaseII in endosomes and 3' repair exonuclease 1 (TREX1) in the cytoplasm. Mutation of these nucleases in mice and humans leads to systemic autoinflammation and interferonopathy driven by a build-up of mislocalised DNA [2, [13] [14] [15] . It has also been observed that direct transfection of pure, naked DNA into the cytoplasm of human cells can initiate an IFNI response via the adaptor protein stimulator of interferon genes (STING) [16] , TANK-binding kinase-1 (TBK1) [17] and interferon regulatory factor 3 (IRF3) [18] . These discoveries ultimately led to the identification of PRRs for cytoplasmic DNA. DNA-dependent protein kinase (DNA-PK) [19] , interferon γ-inducible protein 16 (IFI16) [20] , cyclic GMP-AMP synthase (cGAS) [21], RAD50 [22] , DDX41 [23] and others [24] have been shown to function in this manner (Figure 1 ).
The importance of intracellular DNA sensing for the immune response to DNA virus infection has been demonstrated by many studies. Infection of cells by poxviruses, herpesviruses and adenoviruses is sensed by DNA PRRs (Figure 1) , and is essential for host defence against these infections [19, 21, 22, [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] . This is perhaps clearest for poxviruses, such as vaccinia virus (VACV), which replicate their large DNA genome exclusively in the cytoplasm. VACV DNA is released directly into the cytoplasm following entry and secondary virion uncoating [30] . Viral DNA replication then occurs at discrete cytoplasmic sites, or 'factories', that are devoid of cellular organelles. Thousands of copies of VACV genome can accumulate in viral factories in the first six hours following infection and, although it is not clear at what stage of the entry and replication process the viral genome is first sensed, this large accumulation of foreign DNA makes an excellent target for cytoplasmic DNA PRRs that detect its presence and respond by activating IRF3-dependent IFNI [19, 31] . To counteract these responses, VACV has evolved inhibitors of PRR signalling, including a protein, C16, that binds directly to a subunit of DNA-PK to inhibit its DNA sensing activities [32] , as well as many others that target downstream signalling pathways [12] . Hence the use of attenuated viruses, such as modified vaccinia Ankara (MVA) whose genome still replicates in human cells, but lacks many immunomodulatory proteins, can reveal these mechanisms in great detail [19, 31] .
What is less clear is the location where foreign DNA is sensed during infection with nuclear replicating viruses, which encompass the majority of DNA viruses. As an example of this, herpes simplex virus 1 (HSV-1) DNA has been shown to be sensed in the cytoplasm by cGAS [21] and IFI16 ( Figure 1 ) [20, 33] . In the case of IFI16, there is also evidence that this sensing can occur in the nucleus [28, 33] with IFI16 shuttling between the nucleus and cytosol in an acetylation-dependent fashion to activate downstream signalling [34] . Since it is not currently clear as to where the exact initial detection of many viral DNAs takes place, further dissection of these responses will be required to fully understand the localisationdependent responses of IFI16. For example, as with other nuclear replicating viruses, HSV-1 DNA accumulates in the nucleus during infection, but may also be exposed to the cytoplasmic machinery; inadvertent release of HSV-1 DNA may occur prior to capsids docking to the nuclear pore as a result of structural defects or cellular restriction factors [35] .
Care must be taken with viral infection experiments as the presence of non-infectious virions in virus stocks may significantly alter immune responses in unpredictable and potentially artefactual ways. Non-infectious parainfluenza particles can contain replication-incompetent copyback genomes that are potent RNA PAMPs [36] . In the case of HSV-1, standard particle to plaque forming unit (pfu) ratios are around 10-20:1 [37] , although may be higher depending on stock growth conditions. Hence non-infectious HSV-1 particles outnumber infectious virions by more than 10:1. In the case of another herpesvirus, varicella zoster virus, particle to pfu ratios of up to 40,000:1 have been measured [38] . Thus, it is possible that non-infectious DNA virus particles can provide a source of cytoplasmic DNA PAMP that acts as a PRR ligand following cell entry but in the absence of nuclear docking or DNA replication. Identification of the precise DNA ligands that activate intracellular DNA PRRs during virus infection will help to clarify this issue.
DNA damage response proteins in innate immunity
The maintenance of genomic integrity is crucial for the survival of all organisms, and so mechanisms have evolved to repair genotoxic damage. Mammalian DNA repair mechanisms consist of numerous proteins that can rapidly identify and fix a wide range of lesions, including double strand breaks (DSBs), base mismatches, and oxidative damage [39, 40] . As well as recruiting the machinery that repairs specific lesions, the proteins that detect damaged self-DNA also activate signalling responses including pathways that lead to interferon production, cell cycle regulation, and programmed cell death [39] . As such there are interesting parallels with the PRR signalling in the innate immune system and, indeed, shared machinery has been discovered between these two responses. Amongst the initial discoveries of such cross-talk was the observation that a kinase associated with coordination of DSB repair signalling, ataxia telangiectasia mutated (ATM), can activate inflammatory NF-κB signalling via the same kinase complex that functions downstream of PRR signalling (the inhibitor of kappa-B kinase (IKK) complex)) [7] . Other studies have confirmed the ability of genotoxic damage to activate IRF and IFN signalling, although the signalling mechanisms are not fully elucidated and may vary between cell types or DNA damaging agents [6, 8] As outlined below, involvement of DSB repair proteins in the innate immune response to viral DNA is now widely appreciated.
DNA damage response proteins and cytosolic DNA-sensing
The sharing of a molecular toolbox between disparate cellular functions is relatively common [41, 42] . Proteins with multiple functions are numerous, and in the main new functions evolve in existing proteins only when they are pre-disposed to the second task [43] . There is an obvious advantage for viruses to evolve multi-functional proteins in order to minimise genome sizes, but why this occurs in mammalian genomes where space is less restricted is not so clear. In any case, for DNA-binding proteins that have functions in repair of damaged self-DNA in the nucleus, the evolution of new functions in viral DNA sensing could involve adding cytoplasmic localisation or plugging into a new signalling pathway, either of which might only require a few amino-acid changes. The cytoplasmic viral DNA PRRs IFI16, DNA-PK, and RAD50, along with the negative regulator of innate DNA sensing, TREX1, all also function in DNA damage responses in the nucleus [40, 44, 45] . DNA-PK is a sensor and regulator of DSB repair by non-homologous end joining (NHEJ) [40] . IFI16 binds to BRCA1 and p53, and affects several signalling responses to DNA damage, including the homologous recombination repair pathway and cell-cycle checkpoint regulation [45] .
Furthermore, another DNA repair protein, meiotic recombination 11 homolog A (MRE11) [46] is a putative cytoplasmic DNA PRRs, whilst X-box binding-1 protein (XBP1) is implicated in endoplasmic reticulum (ER) stress responses, negatively regulating ER resident STING in the process, dampening DNA-induced IFNI production [47, 48] . Whether MRE11 and XBP1 can also regulate innate responses to poxvirus or other DNA virus infections has not yet been addressed.
What is the ligand for DNA sensing during DNA virus infection?
There are many possible mechanisms for distinguishing self from non-self or damaged self-DNA; some clues might be gained from RNA virus-sensing, where the non-self RNA PAMPs are better defined. The intracellular RNA PRRs RIGI and MDA5 bind respectively to 3' di-or tri-phosphate dsRNA or long dsRNA species, which are generated in many RNA virus infections [49] . Hence it may be that unusual (or 'damaged') DNA structures, as well as mislocalised DNA, can be sensed by DNA PRRs.
Identifying the ligands sensed by PRRs during infection may help explain why there are multiple intracellular DNA PRRs [24] . It is possible that different sensors recognise different ligands, regulate each other's expression [49] , or act together to present or process specific DNAs into appropriate ligand conformations or structures [50] . Different DDR proteins, for example, bind to different parts of DNA. The DNA-PK complex, comprising a catalytic subunit, DNA-PKcs, and the heterodimeric adaptor, Ku70/Ku80, binds the end 30 base pairs (bp) of DNA during DNA repair [51] . In comparison, IFI16 interacts along the length of DNA via its HIN domains in a sequence-independent manner [52] .
The ligands of PRRs may also be identified by considering how viruses may have evolved to hide or remove them, and so it is interesting to discuss the different forms assumed by DNA viruses ( Table 1 ). The VACV genome is linear and double-stranded, with hairpin ends and inverted terminal repeats that may attract specific DNA binding proteins, or mask the DNA ends from others. During replication VACV also forms structures such as holiday junctions, replication forks and concatenated genomes that might attract additional cytoplasmic DNA-binding proteins [30] . The adenovirus genome is similar in structure to VACV, but smaller and nuclear [53] . In contrast, the HSV-1 genome is generated by rolling circle replication and contains a significant number of nicks, gaps and free ends that make it an attractive target for DNA repair proteins [54] . Modification of these genomic structures can result in increased or decreased immunogenicity [54] and may be a target for TREX1, which preferentially binds single-stranded DNA [55] . Viruses could also attempt to hide their DNA PAMPs from PRRs by various mechanisms. Adenoviruses coat their genome in proteins including the DNAbinding protein μ that may block PRR access [56] . VACV has an initial burst of transcription from inside its own virion allowing the DNA on incoming particles to stay hidden, at least until some immediate early PRR signalling inhibitors have been expressed [57] . Herpesvirus genomes, meanwhile, become coated in histones and perhaps use this as camouflage [58] .
Although it is not fully understood how viruses evade being sensed by DNA PRRs, it is clear that they are effective at doing so.
How has viral inhibition of innate responses affected both DNA sensing and the DNA damage response?
Virus infection is a powerful driver of evolutionary selection and, in the case of proteins involved in PRR signalling pathways, selection may be driven by viral immunomodulators that inhibit these responses. Large DNA viruses make inhibitors of cytoplasmic DNA PRRs as part of the host/pathogen arms race; VACV C16 binds to Ku70/80 to inhibit its function in cytoplasmic VACV DNA sensing [32] , and human cytomegalovirus (HCMV) UL83 protein binds and inhibits IFI16 [59] . It will be interesting to discover the identity of viral inhibitors of cGAS, Rad50 and other sensors that may exist in viruses or other DNA-containing pathogens. Such interactions can result in directional selection and there is evidence that DNA PRRs are being selected in this way [60, 61] . There is, for example, a surprising directional selection of self-DNA repair proteins in bats [61] . The order Chiroptera are an important reservoir for numerous viruses, and so their immune system is of interest [62] . A recent study showed that many bat self-DNA repair proteins, including DNA-PK, Ku80 and Rad50, are under high levels of directional selection. This correlates with directional selection observed in other immune proteins such as c-REL, a transcription factor of the NF-κB family [61] , suggesting that viruses may be responsible for some of the selection pressures applied to proteins involved in repair of damaged self-DNA. Such pressure may influence the other functions of these PRRs, such as their ability to repair damaged host DNA. Hence it is possible that DNA virus infection over evolutionary time has influenced our ability to effectively repair DNA damage and has perhaps influenced cancer susceptibility [63] .
Is there innate sensing of viral DNA in the nucleus?
Cytoplasmic viral DNA, such as that generated by poxvirus replication [19, 31] or released from non-replicative herpesvirus virions [35] , is sensed by PRRs and activates IRF-and NF-κB-dependent IFNI production, even if the exact location and timing of the recognition event is unknown. Conventional thought postulated that the nucleus is an immunoprivileged site, mainly because the presence of undamaged self-DNA does not stimulate an immune response, but several lines of evidence suggest that this might be incorrect. Firstly, damage to self-DNA can initiate IRF and NF-κB activation, and STING-dependent IFNI production, indicating that these signalling pathways can be initiated from the nucleus via the generation of undesirable DNA structures or species [6] [7] [8] 64] . Secondly, the fact that DNA damage response proteins can act as cytoplasmic DNA PRRs suggests they might carry out similar functions in the nucleus. IFI-16, for example, may also act as a nuclear viral DNA sensor [33, 65] . Finally, the presence of unusual viral DNA structures or sequences might allow scope for distinguishing them from self-DNA or chromatin, allowing self/non-self discrimination to occur inside the nucleus. For example, if free self-DNA ends are sensed by DSB machinery following genotoxic damage, and can activate an IFNI response, it is feasible that free viral DNA ends could elicit a similar response. For this reason, it is interesting that many DNA virus genomes are either circular or circularise upon entry into the nucleus. Alternative theories have been proposed for this phenomenon, for example circular replication, but none of these are conclusive. Further work is required to understand the role of nuclear DNA damage response proteins in the sensing of viral DNA.
Conclusions
The detection of and responses to viral DNA and damaged self-DNA share some common [66, 67] Supercoiled in virion [66] Cytoplasm Human Adenovirus V (Adenovirus) Linear, dsDNA, 36 kb. Circularises upon nuclear entry [68] Protein μ, protein V, protein VII, terminal proteins. Protein VII replaced by cellular histones after infection [56, 69, 70] Tightly in virion, and as nucleosomes after infection [69] Nucleus HSV-1 (α-herpesvirus) Linear, dsDNA with gaps and nicks. 152 kb. Circularises after entering the nucleus. 3' overhang of one nucleotide [71] Cellular histone proteins after nuclear entry and especially during latency (but not in the virion) [69] As nucleosomes after infection [69] Nucleus HCMV (β-herpesvirus) Linear, dsDNA, 235 kb. 3' overhang of one nucleotide [72] Cellular histone proteins after nuclear entry and especially during latency (but not in the virion) [69] As nucleosomes after infection [69] Nucleus EBV (γ-herpesvirus) Linear, dsDNA. Circularises upon latency. 172 kb.
Cellular histone proteins after nuclear entry and especially during latency (but not in the virion) [73] As nucleosomes after infection [73] Nucleus HPV (Papillomavirus) Circularised, dsDNA, 8 kb Cellular histone proteins in the virion and during infection [69, 74] As nucleosomes [69] Nucleus BK-virus (Polyomavirus) Circularised, dsDNA, 5 kb Cellular histone proteins in the virion and during infection [75] A Nucleosomes [76] Nucleus Adenoassociated virus (Parvovirus) Linear, ssDNA with duplex hairpin ends. Circularises for replication. 5 kb [77, 78] Cellular histone proteins during infection, but not in the virion [77] As nucleosomes after infection [77] Nucleus
